
Every Thursday,
cook & eat with
friends, & hone
your skills with
farm-to-table chef
Crystal Madeira!

Our
curriculum:

A feast for body, soul & spirit
Science, Technology, Mathematics
Initiative students explore natural phenomena through
direct observation in labs & on field trips, discussing
observations to develop concepts, & tying processes to
modern technology. We emphasize the interweaving of
physical, life & earth sciences, & explore their intersections
with art, the humanities, math, & health education: during
hydrology, for instance, 10th graders study the Odyssey &
trek down the Winooski to Lake Champlain.

The Humanities and Social Sciences
Both classical & contemporary, our core humanities
offerings in world history & literature are augmented by
forays into anthropology, economics, & political science.
Covering the full range of the global story, the four-year
sequence is thoughtfully timed to resonate with the
developmental & individual character of each class.

The Arts
The arts permeate all aspects of our curriculum. And every
afternoon, students take everything from painting to
metalworking, dance to theater to choral music. We
believe the arts are indispensable to nurturing every
student's full humanity.

Outdoor & Environmental Education
Our pedagogy has reverence for nature at its core.
CVHSI’s outdoor & environmental education program
aspires to nurture an appreciation for the non-human
world by developing relationships with the earth & each
other. Our program is fully integrated through an
experiential curriculum that inspires & challenges our
students to be actively engaged learners.

We are...
...a close community of young people,
who approach the world with interest, concern &
engagement.

...a caring, collaborative faculty,
inspired by our students, our place, & the thought
of Rudolf Steiner.

Connect with us!
Phone: 802.454.1053
Email: info.cvhsi@gmail.com
Facebook.com/CVHSI
VTWHS.org

PO Box 95
Plainfield, Vermont
05667
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"go to sleep," & are often "reawakened" in a later block refreshed & transformed.

Later mornings, longer days and longer summers
align with teen sleep research, allow room for sustained inquiry & immersive
community life, & give young adults time to pursue their passions. Ending the day with
an electives period allows students the flexibility to pursue a wide array of options in
physical education, off-campus lessons, foreign language study or academic support.

`

Accessibility
Our educational tradition is a
radically egalitarian one,
affirming the right of every
human being to realize her
full potential regardless of
class, race, gender, or ability.
At the Initiative, we take
Steiner's dream of "free
education" very seriously,
which is why our tuition
model is social rather than
market-oriented: families
agree on what they can pay
in "resource conversations,"
& our visionary development
plan aims to fully realize the
ideal: education that meets &
develops every student's
true abilities, regardless of
ability to pay.

An innovative rhythm
In Steiner's pedagogical tradition, the importance
of circadian & other life rhythms was recognized
far before the recent advances in neuroscience.
The Initiative seeks to reinvent rhythm for the
adolescent learner from the daily to the yearly
scale, optimizing happiness & performance.

Blocks
Longer class times
make room for deep
discussion, & classes
meet every day for a
whole block. Every
three to four weeks,
all subjects change…

Global Citizenship,
Rooted in Place
Today, continents & disciplines are utterly
interconnected, so our curriculum too is global &
interdisciplinary. Geology & statistics can crop up
in the middle of English class, & Civics might tie
the Constitution to medieval West African legal
codes, the Haudenosaunee Confederacy, & the
connection between Rousseau & Avatar. And an
international exchange program is in the works!

Service Learning
Service is integrated into our curriculum.
Students might glean produce from a local farm,
then in the following unit look at the food system
& hunger locally & globally in humanities, health…
or the Vermont statehouse. Because our faculty
are constantly collaborating with each other and
the community around us, service learning is far
more than a requirement to check off or a feel-
good extra. It is an occasion for deep thought in
action.Social

Learning

[ADOLESCENTS] DEVELOP IN SUCH A

WAY THAT THE NECESSITY OF

PARTICIPATING IN WORLD

EVENTS…RISES FROM THEIR WHOLE

INDIVIDUALITY.

We prepare the children for world event by letting
them play during the early years, thus awakening

their activity… we try to adapt them to the demands
of the social & technological life... so that their work

can be meaningful & valuable for society… So that
we, on the one hand, really meet the needs of

human nature… we must, on the other hand, admit
to ourselves that  human beings must grow into the
social life  in such a way that they can do something
by which they may advance both themselves & the

world …

RUDOLF STEINER, 1921


